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Dendritic D-type potassium currents inhibit the spike
afterdepolarization in rat hippocampal CA1 pyramidal
neurons
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In CA1 pyramidal neurons, burst firing is correlated with hippocampally dependent behaviours
and modulation of synaptic strength. One of the mechanisms underlying burst firing in these
cells is the afterdepolarization (ADP) that follows each action potential. Previous work has
shown that the ADP results from the interaction of several depolarizing and hyperpolarizing
conductances located in the soma and the dendrites. By using patch-clamp recordings from
acute rat hippocampal slices we show that D-type potassium current modulates the size of the
ADP and the bursting of CA1 pyramidal neurons. Sensitivity to α-dendrotoxin suggests that
Kv1-containing potassium channels mediate this current. Dual somato-dendritic recording,
outside-out dendritic recordings, and focal application of dendrotoxin together indicate that
the channels mediating this current are located in the apical dendrites. Thus, our data present
evidence for a dendritic segregation of Kv1-like channels in CA1 pyramidal neurons and identify a
novel action for these channels, showing that they inhibit action potential bursting by restricting
the size of the ADP.
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Although intrinsically quiescent, ∼20% of CA1 pyramidal
neurons demonstrate action potential bursting upon
sustained input (Azouz et al. 1996; Jensen et al. 1996;
Staff et al. 2000; Su et al. 2001; Metz et al. 2005). This
firing mode is thought to be important for the function of
the hippocampus in learning and memory. For example,
action potential bursting in CA1 pyramidal neurons has
been correlated with hippocampally dependent learning
tasks (Ranck, 1973; O’Keefe, 1976; Suzuki & Smith,
1985a,b; Muller et al. 1987; Otto et al. 1991; Harris et al.
2001) and enhancement of synaptic strength (Thomas et al.
1998; Pike et al. 1999; Fortin & Bronzino, 2001). Because
of the importance of CA1 pyramidal neuron action
potential bursting in the function of the hippocampus,
the intrinsic properties that confer the ability to burst
have been the subject of intense investigation. The picture
that has emerged is that the afterdepolarization (ADP), a
depolarizing envelope that follows the fast phase of action
potential repolarization (Schwartzkroin, 1975; Storm,
1987), is a robust mechanism for driving bursting (Azouz
et al. 1996; Jensen et al. 1996; Magee & Carruth, 1999;
Metz et al. 2005). Persistent sodium current has been
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shown to contribute to the ADP, especially when the
external calcium concentration is low (Azouz et al. 1996;
Yue et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2005). In addition, we
recently demonstrated that under physiological calcium
conditions, somatic R-type calcium current contributes
to the ADP (Metz et al. 2005). Although the persistent
sodium and the R-type calcium current that contribute to
the ADP have been shown to originate mainly from the
somatic compartment (Chen et al. 2005; Metz et al. 2005),
both of these currents are also present in the apical dendrite
of CA1 pyramidal neurons (Christie et al. 1995; Magee
& Johnston, 1995a,b; Magee et al. 1995; Lipowsky et al.
1996; Isomura et al. 2002; Yasuda et al. 2003) where they
can be activated by backpropagated action potentials. In
fact, activation of inward voltage-gated currents by backpropagated action potentials has been shown to enhance
the ADP and bursting in other pyramidal neurons (Mainen
& Sejnowski, 1996; Williams & Stuart, 1999; Lemon &
Turner, 2000).
The dendritic contribution to the ADP is not only
determined by inward currents but is also shaped
by dendritic potassium currents. Magee & Carruth
(1999) showed that application of the potassium channel
antagonist 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) to the dendrites – but
not to the soma – promotes bursting through potentiation
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of the ADP, and concluded that the effect was mediated by
the block of A-type current. However, 4-AP also potently
reduces the relatively non-inactivating, D-type potassium
current (Storm, 1988; Grissmer et al. 1994), which is also
present in CA1 pyramidal neuron dendrites (Hoffman
et al. 1997; Chen & Johnston, 2004).
D-type potassium current was first described in CA1
pyramidal neurons and named for the delay it imposes
on action potential firing in response to long current
injections (Storm, 1988); however, neither the molecular
determinants of D-type current, nor its specific role in
modulating the ADP and bursting have been investigated
in these neurons. Channels belonging to the Kv1 family,
which are blocked by α-dendrotoxin (DTX; Storm,
1990; Grissmer et al. 1994), are potential candidates
for mediating this current as they have been shown to
enhance excitability and bursting in CA3 and neocortical
pyramidal neurons (Bekkers & Delaney, 2001; Lopantsev
et al. 2003). In CA1 pyramidal cells, DTX enhances
initiation of dendritic spiking (Golding et al. 1999),
another mechanism for producing bursting. The location
of Kv1 channels in CA1 pyramidal cells is still unresolved.
There is very little DTX-sensitive current in somatic
nucleated patches from CA1 pyramidal cells (Martina et al.
1998), yet these cells express several Kv1 family mRNAs
(Sheng et al. 1994; Martina et al. 1998). Moreover, the
stratum radiatum – through which the apical dendrites
of CA1 pyramidal cells extend – is immunopositive for
Kv1.2 (Sheng et al. 1994), suggesting localization of these
channels in the apical dendrites where they may be aptly
situated to inhibit the ADP.
In this study we tested the joint hypotheses that
inward voltage-gated currents in the apical dendritic
tree, activated by the backpropagated action potential,
have the capacity to contribute to the production of
the ADP, yet the magnitude of the contribution is
restricted by dendritic DTX-sensitive, D-type potassium
currents. We used simultaneous somatic and dendritic
current-clamp recordings, excised dendritic patches, and
selective pharmacology to test these hypotheses. Using
a novel recording configuration to functionally remove
the contribution of the dendrite, we show that under
control conditions the dendritic current provides a small
contribution to the ADP, but when D-type currents are
blocked the dendritic contribution is more than doubled.
Focal application of DTX and voltage-clamp recordings
in dendritic outside-out patches reveal that the D-type
current is localized to the apical dendrite.

Methods
All animal procedures were approved by the Northwestern
University Animal Care and Use Committee.
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Tissue preparation

Male Wistar rats, 14–26 days old, were used for the
preparation of transverse hippocampal slices following
standard procedures. Animals were deeply anaesthetized
with halothane or isofluorane inhalation (∼200 μl to
1 l container, vaporized) and killed by decapitation.
The brain was removed and sliced in ice-cold artificial
cerebral spinal fluid (ACSF; see ‘Solutions and drugs’
section). Slices were transferred to a suspended mesh
within a chamber containing sucrose solution (see below),
incubated at 35◦ C for 15–20 min, and subsequently
stored at room temperature. For recording, individual
slices were transferred to a small chamber continuously
perfused with ACSF at 1–3 ml min−1 , and visualized
with an upright, fixed-stage microscope (Axioscop, Zeiss)
using differential interference contrast infrared videomicroscopy at ×60–160 magnification.
Whole-cell recordings

Whole-cell recordings were performed at 33–35◦ C using
either a BVC-700 amplifier (Dagan Products, Minneapolis,
MN, USA) or an Axopatch 200B (Axon Instruments,
Union City, CA, USA) employing series resistance and
capacitance compensation. Patch electrodes (3–6 M)
were made from thick-walled borosilicate glass (Garner
Glass, Claremont, CA, USA or Hilgenberg, Malsfeld,
Germany) and filled with K-gluconate internal solution.
Only cells with membrane potentials negative to −55 mV
were used for experiments. Membrane potential was
maintained at −67 mV with somatic DC current injection
as needed (0 to −150 pA). Data were filtered at 10 kHz and
sampled at 100 kHz.
For electronic-excision experiments, the voltage output
of the somatic amplifier in current-clamp mode was
appropriately scaled and used as the voltage command
to the dendritic amplifier by passing it through a preamplifier (Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT, USA). Only
recordings in which series resistance was less than 15 M,
stable, and at least 65% compensated (with 20 μs or less
lag) were used for analysis.
Recordings were made in the presence of kynurenic acid
(2 mm) and picrotoxin (100 μm) to block fast synaptic
excitatory and inhibitory transmission, respectively.
Outside-out recordings

Voltage-clamp recordings were performed in outside-out
patches pulled from the apical dendrites of CA1 pyramidal
cells 25–60 μm from the soma. Recordings were done
at room temperature (22–24◦ C) using a patch-clamp
amplifier (Axopatch 200B, Axon Instruments). Data were
filtered at 2 kHz and sampled at 20 kHz. Patch pipettes
of 2.5–4 M contained KCl internal solution. Pipettes
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were wrapped in Parafilm (Pechiney, Chicago, IL, USA)
to minimize capacitive transients, the remainders of which
were cancelled using the fast compensation circuitry of the
amplifier. The whole-cell configuration was first obtained
and the pyramidal identity of cells was confirmed by
presence of sag in the membrane potential in response to
a hyperpolarizing current injection and spike frequency
adaptation. In patch recordings, leakage and capacitive
currents were subtracted using P/−4 protocols. Stimuli
were repeated 5–15 times and results were averaged.
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was included in the perfusion pipette. The dyes were
excited by laser scanning at 806 nm. Emission was detected
with separate, tuned photomultiplier tubes. The cloud of
fluorescence was limited to the applied region and washed
away in the direction of the apical dendrites and above the
plane of the cell. Pharmacological effects were measured
at steady state. When DTX was bath applied to the slices,
it could not be washed out, but reversibility was obtained
in outside-out patches and with focal application.

Data acquisition and analysis
Solutions and drugs

Unless otherwise indicated, chemicals were obtained from
Sigma (St Louis, MO, USA). ACSF contained (mm): 125
NaCl, 25 NaHCO3 , 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2 PO4 , 25 glucose,
2 CaCl2 and 1 MgCl2 . Sucrose solution contained (mm):
87 NaCl, 25 NaHCO3 , 25 glucose, 75 sucrose, 2.5 KCl,
1.25 NaH2 PO4 , 0.5 CaCl2 , and 7 MgCl2 . ACSF and sucrose
solutions were bubbled with a 95% O2 and 5% CO2 gas
mixture. K-gluconate internal solution contained (mm):
140 K-gluconate, 10 NaCl, 5 EGTA, 10 Hepes, 2 Mg-ATP,
0.3 Na-GTP. The KCl internal solution contained (mm):
140 KCl, 10 NaCl, 2 MgCl2 , 2 Na2 -ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, 10
EGTA, 10 Hepes. We used K-gluconate solution because,
using this internal solution, the ADP amplitude has
been shown to remain very stable for at least 45 min
(Kaczorowski et al. 2007), exceeding the duration of our
recordings. In some recordings, 5 mm KF was substituted
for 5 mm KCl. All internal solutions were adjusted to
pH 7.3 (with KOH) and contained 0.1% biocytin for
later histological staining. Voltage-clamp recordings were
performed in Hepes-buffered ACSF containing (mm): 138
NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 10 Hepes, 25 glucose, 2 CaCl2 , and 1
MgCl2 (pH 7.3 with NaOH). DTX (Alomone Laboratories,
Jerusalem, Israel) was always co-applied with 0.05% BSA.
For bath application experiments, DTX was included in
the ACSF. For outside-out patch recordings and local
application, DTX was in solution with Hepes-buffered
ACSF. For outside-out recordings, drugs were applied to
the patches by using a multibarrel system consisting of
four glass capillaries (1.5 mm i.d.) glued together and
connected to a syringe pump (WPI, Sarasota, FL, USA).
The patch-pipette carrying the patch was inserted into
each of the pipes, which contained Hepes-buffered ACSF
(pH 7.4) plus the drugs of interest.
Local drug application in slices was achieved by applying
light positive pressure to the back of a small-bore patch
pipette. The location of the cloud of perfusate was
confirmed, in a subset of recordings, via two-photon
laser scanning fluorescent microscopy (see Fig. 1 in
online Supplemental material); 200 μm Fluo4 and 10 μm
Alexa 594 (Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA, USA) were
included in the intracellular solution and 40 μm Alexa 594

Data were transferred to a computer during experiments,
by either an ITC-18 digital-analog converter (Instrutech,
Port Washington, NY, USA) or a Digidata 1322A (Axon
Instruments). Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR,
USA) and pCLAMP (Axon Instruments) software were
used for acquisition and analysis. Statistical tests were
performed using Excel software (Microsoft, Redmond,
WA, USA). All results are reported as mean ± s.e.m.;
error bars in the figures also represent s.e.m. Statistical
significance was assessed by paired two-tailed t tests, unless
otherwise indicated.
Action potentials were evoked by brief current injections
with amplitudes just above threshold for reliable firing.
The ADP is reported as the average membrane potential,
relative to the resting membrane potential (for 10 ms
before the spike), in the first 10 ms following the fast
phase of action potential repolarization (the point at which
the change in voltage with time reached a minimum
as detected in the derivative of the waveform). Traces
used for analysis were from 10 to 15 averaged recordings.
Input resistance was determined from the slope of the
steady-state voltage versus current plot that resulted
from giving 600 ms current injections ranging from
−150 to 50 pA. The concentration–response curve of the
enhancement of the ADP by DTX was determined by
fitting the data with a Hill equation in the form of
ADPDTX /ADPcontrol = 1 + (1/(1 + (K d /[DTX])n )),
where ADPDTX /ADPcontrol is the amplitude of the ADP in
DTX relative to control, [DTX] is the concentration of
DTX, K d is the half-maximal concentration, and n is the
Hill coefficient.
To construct activation curves, chord conductance (G)
was calculated from the peak current within the first
25 ms of the pulse, assuming ohmic behaviour and a
reversal potential of −105 mV – the equilibrium potential
predicted by the Nernst equation for our experimental
conditions. Activation curves were fitted with a Boltzmann
function with the form
f (V ) = 1/(1 + exp(−(V − V1/2 )/k),
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where V is the membrane potential, V 1/2 is the voltage at
which the activation is half-maximal, and k is the slope
factor. The results reported in the text reflect the averages
of the fits of data from individual patches.
In order to compare with literature values for
heterologously expressed Kv1 channels, the time course
of DTX-sensitive current activation was determined by
fitting currents with an exponential equation:
f (t) = Imax (1 − e(−t/τ ) ),
where I max is the peak current and t is time, yielding a
time constant (τ ); therefore, we also used this fit for the
composite potassium current and DTX-resistant current.
Results
Apical dendrite contribution to the ADP

To study the dendritic contribution to the ADP, we
performed simultaneous current-clamp recordings from
soma and apical dendrites. In order to observe the net
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Figure 1. The afterdepolarization in the apical dendrite is larger
than in the soma
A, simultaneous recording from the soma and apical dendrite of a
CA1 pyramidal cell. Action potentials were evoked with current
injection through the somatic pipette. The inset schematic diagram
depicts the recording configuration for these experiments. B, the same
recordings as in A are shown on a larger time scale. At this resolution
it is clear that the dendritic ADP (thin trace) is larger than the somatic
ADP (thick trace). C, plot summarizing the average size of somatic and
dendritic ADP in 23 dual recordings. ∗∗ P < 0.01. D, for each paired
recording, the somatic trace was digitally subtracted from the dendritic
trace to reveal the time course of membrane potential differences. This
trace is the population average of the resultant subtractions (n = 23).
Free x-axis scale bar applies to B and D.
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effect of the entire apical dendritic tree on somatic
ADPs, dendrites were patched proximal to the first large
branch point; the membrane potential was very similar
at the two locations, having a value of −62.4 ± 0.9 mV
at the soma and −62.7 ± 1 mV at the dendrite (n = 19).
Single action potentials were evoked by suprathreshold
2 ms current injections at the soma. The resulting ADPs
measured in the dendrite were consistently larger than
their somatic counterparts (13.5 ± 0.6 mV in the soma,
versus 14.2 ± 0.7 mV in the dendrite, n = 23, P < 0.01,
Fig. 1). Comparing the membrane potentials of the
two recording sites by point-by-point subtraction of
the dendritic from the somatic trace revealed that the
dendrite is depolarized relative to the soma, beginning
during the fast phase of action potential repolarization
and throughout the ADP, with the maximum difference
appearing ∼1 ms after the peak of the action potential
(Fig. 1B and D).
The membrane potential gradient between the dendrite
and the soma generates a driving force for a flow of
depolarizing current to the soma, which underlies the
dendritic contribution to the ADP. Removing this driving
force, then, should reduce the amplitude of the ADP.
To accomplish this we performed simultaneous somatic
and dendritic recordings, and the two amplifiers were
connected so that the output of one could be used as the
input of the other. At the beginning of the experiment
(Fig. 2A, top) both the somatic and the dendritic pipettes
were in current-clamp mode. Subsequently, the dendritic
amplifier was switched to voltage-clamp mode (Fig. 2A,
bottom) and its input signal consisted of the output (scaled
to obtain a command voltage of the same amplitude) of
the somatic amplifier. This eliminated, in real time, any
difference in membrane potential between the two sites,
producing a virtual ‘electronic excision’ of the dendrite.
Electronic excision of the dendrite resulted in an average
10.7 ± 2.1% reduction in the size of the somatic ADP (the
amplitude of the ADP measured at the somatic location
was 13.9 ± 0.7 mV in the standard configuration versus
12.4 ± 0.8 with electronic excision, n = 18, P < 0.01,
Fig. 2C). Control experiments, in which the second pipette
was also positioned on the soma, were performed in order
to rule out artifacts due to imperfect voltage clamp. In
these experiments no change was detected in the size of
the ADP (9.4 ± 1.2 mV in standard configuration versus
9.9 ± 1.4 mV with electronic excision, n = 3, P > 0.05,
data not shown).

DTX-sensitive current, the ADP and bursting

While consistent, the effect of electronic excision was
relatively small (the reduction in the size of ADP was
∼1.5 mV). The apical dendrites of CA1 pyramidal neurons
are rich with voltage-gated inward currents (Magee &
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Johnston, 1995a) which, when activated by the backpropagating action potential, could contribute to the ADP.
This suggests that other conductances may act to actively
dampen the dendritic contribution to the ADP. Several
types of potassium channels are differentially located in
CA1 pyramidal neuron dendrites where they may serve
such a role. M-type potassium currents in the proximal
apical dendrite can do so (Yue & Yaari, 2004, 2006). Magee
& Carruth (1999) demonstrated that 4-AP-sensitive,
fast-inactivating dendritic A-type potassium current also
provides such a restriction. D-type potassium current,
which is also blocked by 4-AP, is another candidate for
this action. To test this hypothesis, we used DTX, a
selective blocker of Kv1-mediated D-type current. Bath
application of 2 μm DTX resulted in a 38.6 ± 4.5% increase
in the size of the ADP (14.8 ± 0.6 mV in control versus
20.5 ± 1 mV in DTX, measured at the soma, n = 20,
P < 0.01, Fig. 3A and D). This was accompanied by a
trend toward membrane depolarization as evidenced by
a slight increase in holding current required to maintain a
membrane potential of −67 mV (−37.1 ± 12.5 pA versus
−46 ± 13.7 pA, n = 19, P = 0.07 Fig. 3B) and by an
increase in input resistance (117 ± 7 M in DTX versus
103 ± 6 M in control, n = 19, P < 0.01, Fig. 3C), both
indicating that the toxin blocked a conductance active at

A
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rest. In keeping with an action on Kv1 channels, the effect
of DTX on the ADP was concentration dependent, with
a half-maximal effect at ∼5 nm, a concentration similar
to that causing half-maximal block of Kv1.1 and Kv1.2
channels expressed in heterologous systems (Grissmer
et al. 1994).
The enhancement of the ADP by DTX resulted in
an increased propensity for action potential bursting
in response to both simulated synaptic currents and
sustained current injections. A simulated excitatory postsynaptic current (sEPSC) was injected in the soma during
the ADP (Fig. 4A, lower panel), and its amplitude was
increased until it evoked a second action potential. DTX
decreased the amplitude of the sEPSC required to evoke
the second spike (Fig. 4B); control measurements showed
that in control conditions the amplitude of the ADP was
unchanged during the same time span (not shown; see
also Kaczorowski et al. 2007). To quantify this effect, we
used the burst current index, a measure of the propensity
to burst in response to such stimuli (Metz et al. 2005).
In this index, the amplitude of the smallest sEPSC that
evokes a second spike is expressed relative to the amplitude
of the first 2 ms, suprathreshold current injection (which
was unaffected: 387 ± 32 pA in control, 409 ± 38 in DTX,
n = 19, P > 0.05). DTX reduced the burst current index
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Figure 2. Electronic excision of the
dendrite reduces the somatic
afterdepolarization
A, top schematic diagram depicts the
typical configuration for simultaneous
current-clamp recordings (CC) from soma
and dendrite. The lower schematic diagram
shows the configuration for electronic
excision of the dendrite (EE) in which the
voltage signal recorded via the somatic
pipette is used as the voltage command for
the dendritic amplifier in voltage-clamp
mode. This configuration eliminates, in real
time, any membrane potential difference
between the dendritic and the somatic
pipette resulting in a functional excision of
the dendrite. B, traces from a representative
example showing that electronic excision of
the dendrite reduced the size of the ADP
recorded at the soma. C, plot showing the
average effect of electronic excision of the
dendrite on the ADP recorded at the soma
in 18 different pyramidal neurons. The
excision significantly (∗∗ P < 0.01) decreased
the amplitude of the somatic ADP.
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from 0.75 ± 0.04 to 0.46 ± 0.8 (n = 19, P < 0.01, Fig. 4B).
The ADP following the second action potential was
essentially the same size as the ADP of a single spike
(14.8 ± 0.6 mV after a single spike, 15.3 ± 5 mV after an
evoked burst, P > 0.05), and was similarly affected by DTX
(+30.8 ± 5.5%, n = 20, P < 0.05, data not shown).
In some cells DTX also caused a just suprathreshold,
600 ms current injection to evoke a burst instead of a
single spike at the beginning of the response (Fig. 4C).
The percentage of cells that demonstrated action potential
bursting in response to a 600 ms-long current injections
increased from 20% to 45% (Fig. 4D). In order to quantify
bursting, we calculated the interspike interval ratio (ISI
ratio) in which the shortest ISI in a cell is divided by the
average ISI in the same cell. This is based on our previous
results (Metz et al. 2005), showing that cells with an ISI
ratio of less than 0.1 represent a distinct subpopulation
of CA1 pyramidal neurons, and therefore that bursting
represents a specific firing phenotype and not merely the
extreme of a continuous range.
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Figure 3. Dendrotoxin enhances the somatic
afterdepolarization
A, bath-applied DTX enhanced the ADP. Voltage traces, recorded at
the soma, in control conditions (thick trace) and in the presence of
bath-applied dendrotoxin (2 μM, thinner trace), are shown
superimposed. B, in the presence of 2 μM DTX, slightly more holding
current was required to keep cells at –67 mV (n = 19, P = 0.07). C, in
the same neurons, DTX increased input resistance. ∗∗ P < 0.01. D, DTX
enhanced the ADP in a dose-dependent manner. The toxin
concentration that caused half-maximal effect was determined by
fitting the concentration—response curve with a Hill equation,
constraining the Hill coefficient to 1. The best fit yielded a
half-maximal concentration of 4.5 nM.
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To this point, DTX was bath applied in order to maximize
its effect. To test whether DTX-sensitive K+ channels
are localized in the dendrites, as suggested by Sheng
et al. (1994) and, very recently, by Raab-Graham et al.
(2006), we next used focal application (Supplemental
Fig. 1) of 500 nm DTX in three cellular regions: the
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Figure 4. Dendrotoxin enhances bursting in CA1
pyramidal cells
A, current clamp recording obtained from the soma of a
pyramidal cell. A simulated EPSC was injected at the
soma 3 ms after the offset of the square pulse that
elicited the first spike. DTX (2 μM, bath applied, thin
trace), enhanced the ADP, allowing the EPSP
(subthreshold in control condition, thick trace) to evoke a
second spike. B, the minimum amplitude of the sEPSC
that evoked a second spike was quantified relative to the
size of the first, suprathreshold 2 ms current injection,
and termed the burst current. DTX reduced the burst
current (n = 19, ∗∗ P < 0.01). C, application of DTX
caused bursting in response to sustained somatic current
injection (600 ms). D, bursting was defined as responses
to 600 ms current injection where the shortest interspike
interval (ISI) was less than one-tenth of the average ISI (ISI
ratio). DTX increased the percentage of bursting cells
from 20% to 45%.
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Electronic excision of the dendrite in DTX

We have shown that DTX-sensitive currents are present
in the proximal region of the dendrite. Their block causes
an enhancement of the ADP, suggesting that they are
critical in regulating the dendritic contribution to the
ADP. To test this prediction, we performed electronic
excision experiments in the presence of bath-applied

181

DTX (250 nm). In these experiments DTX enhanced the
size of the ADP measured at the soma by 1.6 ± 0.7 mV.
Subsequent dendritic excision reduced the amplitude of
this enlarged ADP from 14.8 ± 1.8 mV to 11.8 ± 1.5 mV
(n = 6, P = 0.01), an effect larger than that of electronic
excision of the dendrite under control conditions: the
ADP was reduced by 20.3 ± 4.3% in DTX compared to
10.7 ± 2.1% in control (Fig. 7B). Figure 7C also shows
that the size of the ADP with electronic excision of
the dendrite is approximately the same in both control
and DTX, suggesting that the reduction of the ADP
caused by electronic excision of the dendrite in the
presence of DTX was larger because the block, by the
toxin, of dendritic D-type potassium channels unmasks
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flow

500 nM DTX
(150 μm)
5 mV

Control

115
DTX potentiation (% of control)

soma, the proximal apical dendrite (50–200 μm from
the soma), and the distal apical dendrite (250 μm and
beyond). Only application to the proximal dendrite
(Fig. 5A) resulted in a significant enhancement of the
ADP (+1.0 ± 0.5 mV, n = 17, P < 0.05), although a trend
was observable also for applications at larger distance
(+0.5 ± 0.4 mV n = 13, P > 0.05, Fig. 5B). While the lack
of a significant effect with application of DTX to the distal
apical dendrite does not rule out the possibility that there
are DTX-sensitive currents in the distal dendrites, it does
suggest that channels expressed in the proximal dendrite
exert particular control over the somatically recorded ADP.
The effect of focal application of DTX to the proximal
dendrites was rapid and reversible (Fig. 5C), supporting
the notion that DTX exerts its action by block of Kv1
channels.
In order to ascertain the contribution of DTX-sensitive
current to the total potassium current in this critical
region of the dendrite, and to determine some of
the characteristics of the current, we tested the effect
of DTX on potassium currents in outside-out patches
from the proximal dendrites of CA1 pyramidal neurons.
DTX (500 nm) reduced the peak potassium current by
16.4 ± 4.9% (Fig. 6A-C, n = 12, P < 0.01). For further
confirmation of the effect of DTX on a distinct channel
type, we compared the voltage dependence of activation
in two populations of patches: one recorded in control
conditions and the other in the presence of DTX. The
activation curve of the current shifted rightward in DTX
compared to control conditions. The average voltage of
half-maximal activation was −19.3 ± 7.3 mV in control
and 1 ± 3.8 mV in DTX (n = 4 each, P < 0.05, Fig. 6D)
indicating that the DTX-sensitive current activated at
hyperpolarized potentials relative to the other potassium
current components, similar to what has been described
for Kv1 channels in medial nucleus of the trapezoid
body (MNTB) neurons (Brew & Forsythe, 1995). The
DTX-sensitive current also had a slower activation
than the other dendritic potassium currents, in keeping
with the properties described for Kv1 delayed rectifier
channels (Stühmer et al. 1989). The time course of
activation of the current (at +40 mV) was 2.48 ± 1 ms
for the DTX-sensitive component, and 1.22 ± 0.2 ms and
1.1 ± 0.2 ms for the total current and DTX-resistant
component, n = 4, 11 and 9, respectively, P < 0.05 by
ANOVA, data not shown).
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Figure 5. Local application of dendrotoxin to proximal apical
dendrites enhances the afterdepolarization
A, current-clamp recording from the soma of a pyramidal neuron.
Focal dendritic application of DTX at 150 μm from soma enhanced the
ADP. The inset schematic diagram depicts local application of DTX to
apical dendrites. The arrow represents the direction of the superfusion
flow. The application pipette contained 500 nM DTX. B, bar chart
depicting the potentiation of the somatic ADP by local application of
DTX in three different cell compartments. Application of DTX to
dendrites 250 μm and beyond (distal) resulted in a slight,
non-significant, increase in the size of the ADP (n = 13, P = 0.2);
application at 50—200 μm from the soma (proximal) caused an
enhancement of the ADP (n = 17, ∗ P < 0.05); application to the soma
did not affect the ADP (n = 8). C, time course of the enhancement of
the somatic ADP by local application of DTX to the proximal apical
dendrite. Action potentials were elicited by 2 ms current injections of
1.1 nA at a frequency of 0.03 Hz from a holding potential of –67 mV.
Note the reversibility of the effect upon washout of the toxin.
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A

additional depolarizing current. These data support
our hypothesis that DTX-sensitive, D-type potassium
channels are localized in the apical dendrite and control
the amplitude of the ADP of CA1 pyramidal neurons by
limiting the contribution of the dendrite.
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Figure 6. Apical dendrites express DTX-sensitive current
A, in a representative outside-out patch pulled from the apical
dendrite of a CA1 pyramidal cell, DTX (500 nM) reduced the outward
K+ current. B, this plot shows the effect of DTX on individual dendritic
outside-out patches. Each connected pair represents the potassium
current amplitude obtained from the same patch in control condition
and in the presence of DTX (500 nM). C, bar chart summarizing the
effect of DTX on 12 patches from proximal apical dendrites (<100 μm
from the soma). DTX caused a 16.4 ± 5.9% reduction of the total K+
current. ∗∗ P < 0.01. D, DTX caused a rightward shift in the voltage
dependence of activation of the dendritic potassium current. The data
points, which represent population averages, were fitted with a
Boltzmann equation. The resulting fit parameters were
V 1/2 = −15.9 mV, k = 13.7 in control, and V 1/2 = 6.8 mV, k = 18.0 in
DTX (n = 4 each, ∗ P < 0.05).
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The results of our experiments indicate that active apical
dendrites enhance the somatic ADP and that dendritic,
DTX-sensitive, D-type potassium channels limit this
action.
Current flow from the dendrite has been shown to
contribute to production of the ADP in several cell types
(Mainen & Sejnowski, 1996; Williams & Stuart, 1999;
Lemon & Turner, 2000; Dorion et al. 2003); however,
it has been shown that in CA1 pyramidal neurons, a
somatic current mediates the ADP (Metz et al. 2005; Yue
et al. 2005; Golomb et al. 2006) except under conditions
of potassium channel block, modulation, or inactivation
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Figure 7. Electronic excision of the dendrite is more effective in
dendrotoxin
A, representative example of somatic recordings showing the effect of
electronic excision in the presence of 250 nM DTX. B, bar chart
representing the size of the ADP recorded with dendritic excision
normalized to the size of the ADP recorded in standard current clamp
in control ACSF and in DTX. In DTX, electronic excision was more
effective (−24.7 ± 4.5% (n = 6) compared to −10.7 ± 2.1% in
control (n = 18) ∗ P < 0.05). C, population average of ADP size
recorded in the standard current-clamp configuration (CC) and with
electronic excision (EE) of the dendrite in the absence and in the
presence of DTX (n = 18 and 6 for control and DTX, respectively).
Inset, the size of the ADP during electronic excision is the same in the
absence and in the presence of DTX.
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(Magee & Carruth, 1999; Yue & Yaari, 2004, 2006; Yue et al.
2005). We show here that early in the ADP – beginning
∼1 ms after the peak of the spike – the apical dendrites
of CA1 pyramidal neurons are depolarized relative to the
somata; as a consequence, current flow from the dendrite
actively depolarizes the soma. The depolarization of
the dendrite relative to the soma peaks during the fast
phase of action potential repolarization and early in the
ADP. Thus the dendritic contribution is synchronous with
the fast, somatic, calcium tail current that underlies the
ADP (Metz et al. 2005); this suggests that these two events
are tuned to produce an ADP limited to a time window of
just a few milliseconds. The remaining component of the
ADP (>20 ms) may reflect near-passive decay of the active
component of the ADP.

Potassium current in CA1 pyramidal neuron dendrites

Differential distribution of potassium channels in
dendrites has previously been observed in several
neuronal types. For instance, in the apical dendrites of
CA1 pyramidal neurons, A-type current density increases
with distance from the soma (Hoffman et al. 1997), while
the I AHP has been suggested to be mostly located in
proximal dendrites (Sah & Bekkers, 1996). The ratio of
inactivating to sustained current increases with distance
also in Purkinje neuron dendrites (Martina et al. 2003) and,
although to a lesser degree, in layer 5 pyramidal neurons
(Bekkers, 2000; but see also Korngreen & Sakmann,
2000) because of an increasing density of fast inactivating
K+ current, just as in CA1 pyramidal neurons. Also
G-protein-activated K+ current density is enriched in
neocortical pyramidal neuron apical dendrites (Takigawa
& Alzheimer, 1999).
Several dendritic potassium currents have been shown
to minimize the dendritic contribution to the ADP (Magee
& Carruth, 1999; Yue & Yaari, 2004, 2006). Hints of the
presence in CA1 pyramidal cell dendrites of DTX-sensitive,
D-type potassium currents and their potential roles can
be found in the literature. First, DTX-sensitive currents
have been recorded in the dendrites of other cell types
(Bekkers & Delaney, 2001; McKay et al. 2005; Guan
et al. 2005). Second, there was faint staining for Kv1
protein and mRNA in the stratum radiatum of the CA1
pyramidal region in immunohistochemistry and in in situ
hybridization studies (Sheng et al. 1994; Monaghan et al.
2001). Third, single-cell reverse transcription polymerase
chain reaction experiments in CA1 pyramidal neurons
detected mRNAs for several members of the Kv1 family,
yet DTX-sensitive current is virtually absent from the
soma of CA1 pyramidal neurons (Martina et al. 1998).
Some of the staining results from Kv1 channels in Schaffer
collateral terminals, which synapse onto the dendrites of
the pyramidal neurons (Monaghan et al. 2001), but there
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is also clear staining for the Kv1-associated β 2 subunits in
the soma and proximal dendrites of pyramidal neurons,
suggesting the presence of Kv1-containing channels in
these compartments (Rhodes et al. 1997). Fourth, very
recent data show that Kv1 RNAs are detected in dendrites
from hippocampal neurons (Raab-Graham et al. 2006).
Finally, DTX also enhances dendritic calcium spikes,
another mechanism for driving bursting in response to
strong excitatory synaptic activation (Golding et al. 1999).
Our results confirm the presence of DTX-sensitive,
D-type potassium current in the apical dendrites of
CA1 pyramidal neurons. Furthermore, we show that
DTX-sensitive channels directly influence the size of
the ADP and regulate action potential firing mode.
DTX-sensitive current inactivates considerably more
slowly than A-type potassium current (Storm, 1990;
Grissmer et al. 1994), so D-type potassium current would
be able to continue to restrict the size of the ADP in the
face of sustained depolarizing inputs as may happen during
periods of high activity or seizures. In support of this, the
ADP that followed the second spike in an evoked burst was
enhanced by DTX to the same extent as the ADP following
single spikes.
Local application of DTX to the proximal apical
dendrite results in enhancement of the ADP, while
distal application had a smaller, non-significant, effect. A
possible interpretation of this result is that the density
of DTX-sensitive channels is higher in the proximal
than in the distal dendrite; however, another possibility
is that DTX-sensitive channels are diffusely distributed
throughout the dendrite but the increased depolarization
resulting from local blockade in distal dendrites does not
propagate to the soma because of the cable properties
of the dendrites; the intervening, unblocked D-type
K+ channels in the proximal dendrites may further
limit the effect of blocking distal channels alone. The
proximal apical dendrite may therefore represent a critical
region where the DTX-sensitive current regulates the
contribution of the distal dendrite to the ADP. Bath
application of DTX increases the ADP by a factor of
1.4 ± 0.5, compared to 1.1 ± 0.3 for proximal application.
While this may result from a lack of saturation at the
site of local application because of dilution, another
possibility is that DTX-sensitive channels are also present
in other compartments such as the distal apical dendrites,
basal dendrites, or axon. The presence of DTX-sensitive
channels beyond the proximal dendrites is also suggested
by the results obtained in two cells where the ADP was
first enhanced by local application of DTX (500 nm) to
the proximal dendrite; subsequent bath application of
DTX to the same neurons (at the same concentration)
further increased the ADP (7%, in both cells, not
shown).
Outside-out patch recordings show that ∼16% of the
total potassium current in the proximal dendrite is DTX
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sensitive, a slightly higher proportion than is seen in
neocortical pyramidal cell dendrites (Bekkers & Delaney,
2001), but similar to that in Purkinje neurons (McKay
et al. 2005). The properties of the DTX-sensitive currents
that we report here are similar to what has been described
for native Kv1 channels in other preparations (Brau et al.
1990; Foehring & Surmeier, 1993; Brew & Forsyth, 1995;
Nisenbaum et al. 1996; Southan & Robertson, 2000; Geiger
& Jonas, 2000; Rothman & Manis, 2003; Guan et al.
2005). In our case, DTX caused a rightward shift in
the current activation curve, suggesting that the blocked
component is responsible for the current activated at
more negative membrane potentials. The slow activation
kinetics typical of the DTX-sensitive current make it ideal
to contribute to shaping the membrane potential after a
spike, while not contributing to the fast repolarization
phase.

Functional role of dendritic D-type currents

KV1 channels have been shown to have several functions in
determining the excitable properties of neurons. Genetic
deletion resulting in loss of Kv1 protein results in
seizure activity in CA3 pyramidal neurons by increasing
axonal excitability (Lopantsev et al. 2003), whereas
over-expression of Kv1 channels protect cells from entering
depolarization block in response to sustained current
injection (Kupper et al. 2002). Kv1 channels restrict release
of neurotransmitter as in mossy fibres, the Calyx of Held,
cerebellar basket cells, and thalamic inputs onto prefrontal cortical cells (Brau et al. 1990; Brew & Forsyth,
1995; Zhang et al. 1999; Southan & Robertson, 1998,
2000; Geiger et al. 2000; Lambe & Aghajanian, 2001;
Lopantsev et al. 2003; Dodson et al. 2003). They serve to
ensure faithful transmission across synapses by restricting
postsynaptic excitability in neurons of the MNTB and
Purkinje neurons (McKay et al. 2005; Brew & Forsyth,
1995; Gittelman & Tempel, 2006). In some cell types,
such as neurons of the ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN)
and MNTB, DTX-sensitive current serves to restrict overall excitability in response to sustained inputs (Dodson
et al. 2002; Brew et al. 2003; Rothman et al. 2003).
Our finding that DTX-sensitive current inhibits action
potential bursting by restricting the size of the ADP
has implications for how these channels affect network
function, as bursting has been theorized to enhance both
neurotransmitter release (Malinow, 1994; Lisman, 1997;
Izhikevich et al. 2003) and synaptic plasticity (Thomas
et al. 1998; Pike et al. 1999). In vivo recordings in
awake, behaving animals have demonstrated that CA1
pyramidal neurons fire in both regular spiking and
bursting mode (Harris et al. 2001), and that bursting
is associated with spatial tasks and memory formation
(Ranck, 1973; Buzsáki, 1989). At the same time, increased
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action potential bursting in CA1 pyramidal cells is a
prominent feature in animal models of epilepsy (Sanabria
et al. 2001; Su et al. 2002). Hence it appears critical that the
bursting be adaptively regulated in CA1 pyramidal cells.
To this extent, multiple potassium currents serve to restrict
the size of the ADP and subsequent bursting including
A-type, M-type (Magee & Carruth, 1999; Yue & Yaari,
2004, 2006) and DTX-sensitive D-type currents. Interestingly, these channels are all targets of second messenger
systems (Jonas & Kaczmarek, 1996; Hoffman & Johnston,
1998; Wu & Barish, 1999; Dong & White, 2003; Lambe
& Aghajanian, 2001) allowing multiple possibilities for
modulating action potential bursting.
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